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Application Overview
The PacWave™ Sensor mobile applicaon complements your Bluetooth® Smart enabled
Ultrasonic, Microwave, and PIR bi-level occupancy sensors by providing a simple user interface
to conﬁgure the sensor’s sengs beyond what the physical controls can oﬀer, view real-me
feedback from the sensor, and control your lighng. This guide explains the usage and funcons
of the applicaon.

Application Requirements




Android 6.0 or greater operang system
Apple iOS 11.0 or greater operang system
Bluetooth® 4.1 or greater connecvity

Application Download and Installation
Android OS
1. Open the Google™ Play Store by clicking on the Google™ Play Store applicaon icon on
your Android device.
2. In the search box located at the top of the screen type “PacWave Sensor” and click the
search buon.
3. Select the
PacWave™ Sensor applicaon from the list.
4. Click on the [Install] buon to download and install the applicaon on your device.

Apple iOS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the App Store by clicking on the App Store applicaon icon on your iOS device.
Click on the search buon (iPhone) or the search text box (iPad) to begin a search.
Type “PacWave Sensor” into the search box, and click the [search] buon.
Click on the [GET] buon, then click [INSTALL] to download and install the applicaon on
your device.
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Application Description
The applicaon will allow you to see what your sensor is doing, change its conﬁguraon,
and control your lighng. All of this is accomplished through the applicaon’s user interface
which consists of four main views:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Scanning for Sensors
Light Level Display, Dimming Modes, and Sensor Overview
Sensor Sengs
Sensor Informaon

The remaining core secons of this guide will go into detail about each of these views
and how to use them.

Application Notes


When connected to a sensor, if moon is detected the Android applicaon displays a
“Moon Detected” noﬁcaon at the boom of the Light Level Display and Dimming
Modes view. In the iOS version, the applicaon background color will momentarily
change to red to indicate moon detecon (this noﬁcaon can be disabled).



The name and password for each individual sensor is the same for all users.



The sensor is a point-to-point Bluetooth device and only one mobile device can be
connected to a sensor at any given me.

Navigating the Application


If you are on the Light Level Display and Dimming Modes view, clicking the back arrow
buon located at the top le corner of the applicaon or your device’s back buon will
disconnect you from the device and take you back to the Scanning for Sensors view.



If you are on the Sensor Sengs or Sensor Info views, clicking the back arrow buon
located at the top le corner of the applicaon or your device’s back buon will take
you back to the Light Level Display and Dimming Modes view.
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Scanning for Sensors
First, if your mobile device’s Bluetooth® is disabled the applicaon will ask to enable it.
Click the [SCAN] buon located at the boom of the screen to search for sensors that are in
range of your mobile device. More than one scan may be required to discover the sensor or
sensors. Once found, the sensor or sensors will be presented to you in a list with the default
name “PacWave Sensor”, the MAC address (UUID on iOS) will be under the sensor name, and
the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) will be on the right (ﬁgures 1 and 2). The RSSI will
vary depending on the distance to the sensor, diﬀerent environmental and atmospheric
inﬂuences surrounding the sensor and your mobile device, and the mobile device itself. Sensors
that are out of range will not be displayed. Click on the sensor you wish to connect to. If the
sensor is connected to a 0-10V LED driver the light will blink on and oﬀ ﬁve mes to idenfy
and conﬁrm the link to that sensor. Addionally, the red moon indicator LED located on the
front of the sensor will simultaneously blink on and oﬀ. Please note, only one sensor can be
connected to at a me.

Figure 1 – Android

Figure 2 – iOS

Scan Button
The scan buon, located at the boom of the view, is used to iniate a scan for
compable sensors that are in range of your mobile device. The scanning duraon is 15
seconds. Aer starng the scan, the scan buon’s text will change to STOP. If your desired
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sensor is found before the scanning has ﬁnished you can stop the scanning by clicking on the
[STOP] buon and immediately connect to the sensor by clicking on the sensor name. If your
desired sensor is not found within this me you may need to move closer to the sensor and
click the [SCAN] buon again. Clicking the [SCAN] buon during a scan will refresh the scan
results.

Sort Button
The sort buon has three states: NEAR, FAR, and A-Z. By default the sorng will be set
to NEAR. Clicking the buon will cycle through the three states and sort the scan results
accordingly.
NEAR: Sorts the scan results by RSSI, starng with the nearest sensor discovered.
FAR: Sorts the scan results by RSSI, starng with the furthest sensor discovered.
A-Z: Sorts the scan results alphabecally by sensor name.

Light Level Displaay, Dimming Modes,, and
Sensor Overview
This view displays the present light level, the dimming mode being used, provides
dimming control buons used in manual dimming mode, and a sensor overview. The dimming
mode can be switched from automac dimming (the normal operaon of the sensor) to manual
dimming by clicking the [MANUAL] buon. Click the [AUTO] buon to return to automac
dimming. Please note that dimming is only available on sensors that are connected to 0-10V
compable drivers.

Auto Dimming
When the [AUTO] buon is highlighted the sensor will operate normally using its
current conﬁguraon (figure 3 and 4). Unless changed, this is the default seng. In this mode
the “Dim Control” slider and “Preset Dim Levels” buons will be greyed out and disabled. The
light level display located at the top of the view will display the present light level. The light
level display is updated when the sensor changes the light level.
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Figure 3 – Android

Figure 4 – iOS

Manual Dimming
Clicking the [MANUAL] buon will highlight it, grey out the [AUTO] buon, enable the
light level slider, and enable the quick-select light level buons. Manual mode overrides the
normal operaon of the sensor, allowing the light level to be set at any level up to 100%,
independent of moon detecon and me delays. Please note that the slider control does not
always provide a smooth dimming transion but allows for a more precise level to be set.
Furthermore, there may be a short delay between seng the light level and seeing the light
change, which varies depending on the distance to the sensor. The light level will remain at the
level set unl changed or the mode is set back to auto mode.

Sensor Overview
The sensor overview provides a summary of the sensor and its current conﬁguraon,
without the need to navigate to the other applicaon views. The summary shows the Time
Delays, Moon Level, Dim Level, Ambient Light, and Sensivity sengs, along with the sensor
type and the proﬁle name associated with those sengs. The summary table is scrollable but
cannot be clicked or edited. The table will be updated if any changes are made to the sengs
proﬁle or if the proﬁle is changed.
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Sensor Settings
The sensor sengs view (figure 5) is selected by clicking the
(sengs) buon
located at the top of the light level display view. This view displays all of the sensor setngs on
one screen providing a complete view of the sensor’s conﬁguraon. In addion to the sensor
sengs you can see the proﬁle associated with the sengs. The view consists of 8 buons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Proﬁles
Time Delay 1
Time Delay 2
Moon Level (high-trim)
Dim Level (bi-level)
Ambient Light
Sensivity
Back

Back buon
Proﬁles buon

Time Delay 1
buon

Time Delay 2
buon

Moon Level
buon

Dim Level
buon

Ambient Light
buon

Sensivity buon

Figure 5 – Android
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Profiles
The Proﬁles buon shows the name of the current proﬁle being used by the sensor.
Custom proﬁles can be created to quickly select between diﬀerent sensor conﬁguraons
(figures 6 and 7). Aer a proﬁle has been created for any sensor it can then be used to
conﬁgure other sensors; eliminang the need to input the sengs again. Proﬁles are saved to
your mobile device, and therefore are only visible and available to you. This allows each user to
have his or her own proﬁles to select from and conﬁgure a sensor with. The following secons
describe the default proﬁle, the hardware proﬁle, how to create, delete, select, and edit a
proﬁle.

Figure 6 – Android

Figure 7 – iOS

Default Profile
The Default proﬁle is created the ﬁrst me the sensor is linked to your device, and will
be comprised of the sensor’s factory sengs. The Default proﬁle cannot be changed or deleted
from the applicaon. This is to ensure that the applicaon always has a proﬁle available and
saves the original sensor conﬁguraon for your reference.
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Hardware Profile
The Hardware proﬁle is created when a hardware seng (DIP switch or trim pot) has
been changed on the sensor. The Proﬁles buon will show “Hardware”.

Creating a New Profile
Steps to create a new proﬁle:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Proﬁles buon.
Click on the [+] (Android) or [Create] (iOS) buon to add a new proﬁle.
Enter the name of the proﬁle (up to 12 characters) you want to create (figures 8 and 9).
Click the [SAVE] (Android) or [OK] (iOS) buon to ﬁnish or click [CANCEL] to abort
creang the proﬁle.

Aer adding a new proﬁle, it will automacally be selected in the drop-down list and
will be created using the current sensor conﬁguraon. To start using and eding that proﬁle
click [OK].

Figure 8 – Android

Figure 9 – iOS
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Deleting a Profile
Steps to delete a proﬁle:
Android:
1. Click on the Proﬁles buon.
2. Swipe le or right on the proﬁle you want to delete.
iOS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Proﬁles buon.
Select the proﬁle you want to delete from the list.
Click the [Delete] buon.
Click [OK] to delete the proﬁle or [CANCEL] to abort deleng the proﬁle (figures 10).

Aer deleng the proﬁle it will no longer be available in the list. If the proﬁle deleted
was the proﬁle being used, then the next proﬁle in the list will be selected. Please note,
deleng a proﬁle from your device will delete that proﬁle for all sensors, i.e. it will no longer
be available when connected to other sensors.

Figure 10 – iOS
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Selecting a Profile
To select a proﬁle to be used by the sensor follow these steps:
1. Click on the Proﬁles buon.
2. Scroll through the list and select the proﬁle you want by clicking on it.
3. Click [OK].
After selecng the proﬁle, the Proﬁles buon will be updated with the proﬁle name, the
sensor sengs for that proﬁle will be applied to the sensor, and the sengs view will be
updated.

Editing a Profile
Any updates to the individual sensor sengs will update the proﬁle with those changes.
Addionally, on Android the proﬁle name can be edited by clicking the

buon.

Time Delay 1
When the sensor detects moon, the light output will go to and stay at the Moon Level
for the duraon of Time Delay 1. The delay is reset each me the sensor detects moon. Aer
the delay has expired, the sensor will dim the light to the Dim Level and Time Delay 2 is started.
If moon is detected during this me, the process starts over. The maximum duraon for Time
Delay 1 is one hour and forty-ﬁve minutes.
Steps to change Time Delay 1:
1. Click on the Time Delay 1 buon.
2. Enter the desired me, up to 1 hour and 45 minutes, by clicking on the number in each
category (hours, minutes, seconds), or by spinning the wheel to select the desired
number (figures 11 and 12).
3. Click [SAVE] to accept the me delay and update the sensor.
4. Click [X] (Android) or [CANCEL] (iOS) to abort the seng.
Aer accepng the new delay, the Time Delay 1 buon will display the new me delay and the
sensor will be updated.
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Figure 11 – Android

Figure 12 – iOS

Time Delay 2
Aer Time Delay 1 has expired and the light has dimmed to the Dim Level, Time Delay 2
begins counng down. When Time Delay 2 expires the light will be dimmed to oﬀ (if the LED
driver is capable of dim-to-oﬀ). Addionally, the sensor’s relay control signals will be acvated.
If moon is detected during Time Delay 2 the relay control signals will be reacvated, the light
output will go to the Moon Level, Time Delay 1 will begin, and Time Delay 2 will be reset. The
maximum duraon for Time Delay 2 is eight hours.
Steps to change Time Delay 2:
1. Click on the Time Delay 2 buon.
2. Enter the desired me, up to 8 hours, by clicking on the number in each category (hours,
minutes, seconds), or by spinning the wheel to select the desired number (figures 13
and 14).
3. Click [SAVE] to accept the me delay and update the sensor.
4. Click [X] (Android) or [CANCEL] (iOS) to abort the seng.
Aer accepng the new delay, the Time Delay 2 buon will display the new me delay and the
sensor will be updated.
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Figure 13 – Android

Figure 14 – iOS

Dim Level
The light will dim to this level aer Time Delay 1 expires. It is represented as a
percentage of the total light output from the 0-10V driver, where 0% is oﬀ (if the driver is
capable) and 100% is the maximum output. The Dim Level must be set to a value that is less
than or equal to the Moon Level.
Steps to change the Dim Level seng:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Dim Level buon.
Enter the percentage (figures 15 and 16).
Click [SAVE] to accept the Dim Level and update the sensor.
Click [X] (Android) or [CANCEL] (iOS) to abort the seng.

Aer accepng the new level, the Dim Level buon will be updated with the new se ng and
the sensor will be updated.
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Figure 15 – Android

Figure 16 – iOS

Motion Level
The light will go to this level when moon is detected by the sensor. It is represented as
a percentage of the total light output from the 0-10V driver, where 0% is oﬀ (if the driver is
capable) and 100% is the maximum output. The default Moon Level is 100%. The Moon Level
must be set to a value that is greater than the Dim Level.
Steps to change the Moon Level seng:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Moon Level buon.
Enter the percentage (figures 17 and 18).
Click [SAVE] to accept the Moon Level and update the sensor.
Click [X] (Android) or [CANCEL] (iOS) to abort the seng.

Aer accepng the new level, the Moon Level buon will be updated with the new seng
and the sensor will be updated.
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Figure 17 – Android

Figure 18 – iOS

Ambient Light(currently only available onPSC-BL-I-FM-DC0-BLE)
The ambient light level seng enables dusk-to-dawn control to automacally acvate
the Moon Level light level at dusk and turn oﬀ the ﬁxture at dawn. During this me, the
sensor will operate with its occupancy sengs proﬁle. To keep the light from dimming
throughout the night, set the Moon Level and the Dim Level to the same light level percentage
and disable Time Delay 2 by seng it to 00:00:00. To always have the light come on regardless
of the ambient light available disable this seng (default).
Steps to enable Ambient Light:
1. Click on the Ambient Light buon.
2. Click the toggle switch to the enabled posion (figures 19 and 20).
3. Click [SAVE] to accept the seng and update the sensor.
4. Click [X] (Android) or [CANCEL] (iOS) to abort the seng.
Aer enabling or disabling, the Ambient Light buon and sensor will be updated.
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Figure 19 – Android

Figure 20 – iOS

Sensitivity
There are three levels of sensivity: low, medium, and high. Low sensivity is good for
smaller spaces and is very stable. High sensivity improves the detecon range and minor
movement detecon, and is beer suited for larger spaces or high bay applicaons. Medium
sensivity, the default seng, is a balance between the low and high sensivity sengs.
Steps to change the Sensivity:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Sensivity buon.
Select the sensivity level by clicking on it (figures 21 and 22).
Click [SAVE] to accept the seng and update the sensor.
Click [X] (Android) or [CANCEL] (iOS) to abort the seng.

Aer accepng the new level, the Sensivity buon and sensor will be updated with the new
seng.
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Figure 21 – Android

Figure 22 – iOS

Updating theSensor
Aer clicking [SAVE] or selecng a new proﬁle, the seng or sengs will be transmied
to the sensor. If the sensor has been successfully updated, a message will be displayed and the
proﬁle will be saved. If the sensor update fails, the seng or sengs will be retransmied and
a message will be displayed. Please see the Troubleshoong secon if the update repeatedly
fails.

Sensor Info
The sensor info view (figures 24 and 24) is selected by clicking the
(info) buon
located in the top right corner of the Light Level and Dimming Modes view. This view displays
the following sensor informaon:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Password Protecon
Sensor Name
Sensor Model
Sensor Type
Sensor Address (Android only)
Sensor Firmware Version
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7. Bluetooth Firmware Version
8. Applicaon Version
9. Applicaon User Guide Link
10. Company Website Link
11. Moon Detecon Indicaon (iOS only)

Figure 23 – Android

Figure 24 – iOS

Password Protection
Indicates the status of password protecon. If password protecon is enabled, the
password set is universal, i.e. there is only one master password that is shared among users.
Password protecon can be enabled or disabled, and the password can be changed by any user
with access to the sensor.
Steps to enable or disable password protecon:
1. Click on Password Protecon.
2. If password protecon is currently turned oﬀ, the applicaon will ask if you want to turn
it on (figures 25 and 26). If password protecon is currently turned on, the applicaon
will ask if you want to turn it oﬀ.
3. Click [YES] to turn password protecon on/oﬀ or click [No] to keep it the same.
4. If password protecon was previously turned oﬀ, the applicaon will ask for a new
password to be entered. The password must be entered twice; this is to ensure that you
P a g e 20 | 29
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have entered the intended password correctly (figures 27 and 28). Click [SAVE]
(Android) or [OK] (iOS) to accept the password or [CANCEL] to abort seng a password.
If password protecon was previously turned on, the applicaon will disable password
protecon and the password will no longer be required to access the sensor.

Figure 25 – Android

Figure 26 – iOS

Figure 27 – Android

Figure 28 – iOS
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Changing thePassword
To change the password simply follow the steps in the previous secon to turn oﬀ
password protecon and then turn it back on. This will allow you to input a new password.

Password Recovery
When connecng to a sensor with password protecon enabled, you have ﬁve tries to
enter the correct password. Upon entering the password incorrectly for the ﬁh me, the
applicaon will present two numbers and the customer support telephone number (figures 29
and 30). To reset the password call this number and give the two reset numbers to the
customer support specialist. You will be given the answer to input into the “Reset answer” ﬁeld.
Aer entering the correct answer, you will be given the chance to input a new password.
Alternavely, you can cancel entering a new password by clicking [CANCEL] and turn oﬀ
password protecon in the Sensor Info view.

Figure 29 – Android

Figure 30 – iOS

Sensor Name
Displays the sensor name. The name can be edited or changed enrely. The name is
shared among users and can be edited or changed by any user with access to the sensor.
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Steps to edit/change the sensor name:
1. Click on Sensor Name.
2. Input the new sensor name, up to 16 characters (figures 31 and 32).
3. Click [SAVE] (Android) or [OK] (iOS) to accept the new name or click [CANCEL] to abort
changing the name.

Figure 31 – Android

Figure 32 – iOS

Sensor Model
Displays the model/part number for the PacWave™ Bluetooth® Smart enabled
occupancy sensors.

Sensor Type
Displays the type of occupancy sensor you are connected to. There are three types of
PacWave™ Bluetooth® Smart enabled occupancy sensors: PIR, Microwave, and Ultrasonic.

Sensor Address (Android only)
Displays the Bluetooth MAC address of the sensor you are connected to.

Sensor Firmware Version
Displays the ﬁrmware version number of the sensor you are connected to.
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Bluetooth Firmware Version
Displays the ﬁrmware version number of the Bluetooth module you are connected to.

User Guide Link
Click on [PDF Link] to download a PDF copy of this user guide to your device.

Company Website Link
A link to the oﬃcial McWong Internaonal Inc. website (www.mcwonginc.com) to
access more informaon about our products and the company from your device.

Troubleshooting
Problem 1
Sensor Update failed and the applicaon displayed “Sensor update failed! Please try again”.

Solution
Click the [SAVE] buon on the seng or reselect the proﬁle again to restart the process. If it
connues to fail, if possible move closer to the sensor and try again. If aer many failed
aempts, there could be an issue with the communicaon, power cycle the sensor and start
over.

Problem 2
Sensors are not being found when scanning for sensors.

Solution
Your device may be out of range of the sensor. Try moving closer to the sensor and clicking the
[Scan] buon again. If aer moving closer, and/or more failed aempts, check to make sure
the sensor is powered and/or power cycle the sensor to reinialize it.

Problem 3
Aer connecng to the sensor, it is disconnected and the applicaon displays “Disconnected
from PacWave Sensor”.
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Solution
This can happen if the sensor is on the borderline of being out of range or if there is RF
interference. Try moving closer to the sensor and reconnect. Occasionally the link can be
broken even if you are well within range due to RF interferences or environmental changes.

End-User License Agreement (EULA)
END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PACWAVE™ SENSOR IMPORTANT PLEASE READ THE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT CAREFULLY BEFORE CONTINUING WITH THIS
APPLICATION: MW McWong International Inc. End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal
agreement between you (either an individual or a single entity) and MW McWong International
Inc. By downloading any application from MW McWong International Inc. or Google™ (here after
referred to as "The Company"), installing or using this application or any portion thereof
("Application"), you agree to the following terms and conditions (the "Terms and Conditions").
1. USE OF APPLICATION
a. The Company grants you the non
-exclusive, non-transferable, limited right andlicense to
install and use this Application solely and exclusively for your personal use.
b. You may not use the Application in any manner that could damage, disable, overburden, or
impair the Application (or sensors or networks connected to the Applicatio
n), nor may you use
the Application in any manner that could interfere with any other party's use and enjoyment of
the Application (or sensors or networks connected to the Application).
c. You agree that you are solely responsible for (and that The Company
has no responsibility to
you or to any third party for) your use of the Application, any breach of your obligations under
the Terms and Conditions, and for the consequences (including any loss or damage which The
Company may suffer) of any such breach.
2. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS
You acknowledge that (a) the Application contains proprietary and confidential information that
is protected by applicable intellectual property and other laws, and (b) The Company and/or
third parties own all right, title and interest inand to the Application and content, excluding
content provided by you, that may be presented or accessed through the Application, including
without limitation all Intellectual Property Rights therein and thereto. "Intellectual Property
Rights" means any and all rights existing from time to time under patent law, copyright law,
trade secret law, trademark law, unfair competition law, and any and all other proprietary rights,
and any and all applications, renewals, extensions and restorations thereof, now or
hereafter in
force and effect worldwide. You agree that you will not, and will not allow any third party to, (i)
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copy, sell, license, distribute, transfer, modify, adapt, translate, prepare derivative works from,
decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble rootherwise attempt to derive source code from the
Application or content that may be presented or accessed through the Application for any
purpose, unless otherwise permitted, (ii) take any action to circumvent or defeat the security or
content usage rules provided, deployed or enforced by any functionality (including without
limitation digital rights management functionality) contained in the Application, (iii) use the
Application to access, copy, transfer, transcode or retransmit content in violation of
any law or
third party rights, or (iv) remove, obscure, or alter The Company's or any third party's copyright
notices, trademarks, or other proprietary rights notices affixed to or contained within or
accessed in conjunction with or through the Application
.
3. THE COMPANY TERMS OF SERVICE AND PRIVACY POLICY
a. The Company's Privacy Policy (located at http://www.google.com/privacypolicy.html) explains
how The Company treats your information and protects your privacy when you use the
Application. You agree to he
t use of your data in accordance with The Company's privacy
policies.
b. The Application may contain features that are used in conjunction with The Company's search
and other services. Accordingly, your use of such features of the Application is also gover
ned by
The Company's Terms of Service located at http://www.google.com/terms_of_service.html, The
Company's Privacy Policy located at http://www.google.com/privacypolicy.html, as well as any
applicable The Company Service
-specific Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, which may be
updated from time to time and without notice.
4. U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS
This Application, related materials and documentation have been developed entirely with private
funds. If the user of the Application is an agency, de
partment, employee, or other entity of the
United States Government, the use, duplication, reproduction, release, modification, disclosure,
or transfer of the Application, including technical data or manuals, is restricted by the terms,
conditions and covenants contained in these Terms and Conditions. In accordance with Federal
Acquisition Regulation 12.212 for civilian agencies and Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement 227.7202 for military agencies, use of the Application is further restricted
by these
Terms and Conditions.
5. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS
The Application may be subject to export controls or restrictions by the United States or other
countries or territories. You agree to comply with all applicable U.S. and international export
laws and regulations. These laws include restrictions on destinations, end users, and end use.
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6. TERMINATION
These Terms and Conditions will continue to apply until terminated by either you or The
Company as set forth below. You may terminate these Terms and Conditio
ns at any time by
permanently deleting the Application from your mobile device in its entirety. Your rights
automatically and immediately terminate without notice from The Company or any Third Party if
you fail to comply with any provision of these Termsnd
a Conditions. In such event, you must
immediately delete the Application.
7. INDEMNITY
To the maximum extent permitted by law, you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
The Company, its affiliates and their respective directors, officers, employeesnd
a agents from
and against any and all claims, actions, suits or proceedings, as well as any and all losses,
liabilities, damages, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorney’s fees) arising out of or
accruing from your use of the Application, includ
ing your downloading, installation, or use of the
Application, or your violation of these Terms and Conditions.
8. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES
a. YOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE APPLICATION IS AT YOUR
SOLE DISCRETION AND RISK AND THATHE
T APPLICATION IS PROVIDED AS IS AND AS AVAILABLE
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.
b. YOU ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO YOUR MOBILE DEVICE, OR OTHER
DEVICE, OR LOSS OF DATA THAT RESULTS FROM SUCH USE.
c. THE COMPANY FURTHER EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL A
WRRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
AND NON-INFRINGEMENT, WITH RESPECT TO THE APPLICATION.
d. THE APPLICATION IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE IN THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES, LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS, EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS, AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, OR ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES IN
WHICH THE FAILURE OF THE APPLICATION O
C ULD LEAD TO DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY, OR
SEVERE PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE.
9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITYYOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT THE COMPANY, ITS
SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES, AND ITS LICENSORS ARE NOT LIABLE TO YOU UNDER ANY THEORY
OF LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES THAT MAY BE INCURRED BY YOU THROUGH YOUR USE OF THE APPLICATION,
INCLUDING ANY LOSS OF DATA OR DAMAGE TO YOUR MOBILE DEVICE, WHETHER OR NOT THE
COMPANY OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF OR SHOULD HAVE BEEN AWARE
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF ANY SUCH LOSSES ARISING.
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10. MISCELLANEOUS
a. These Terms and Conditions constitute the entire Agreement between you and The Company
relating to the Application and govern your use
of the Application, and completely replace any
prior or contemporaneous agreements between you and The Company regarding the
Application.
b. The failure of The Company to exercise or enforce any right or provision of these Terms and
Conditions does not constitute a waiver of such right or provision, which will still be available to
The Company.
c. If any court of law, having the jurisdiction to decide on this matter, rules that any provision of
these Terms and Conditions is invalid, then that provision will be
removed from the Terms and
Conditions without affecting the rest of the Terms and Conditions. The remaining provisions of
these Terms and Conditions will continue to be valid and enforceable.
d. The rights granted in these Terms and Conditions may not bessigned
a
or transferred by either
you or The Company without the prior written approval of the other party. Neither you nor The
Company are permitted to delegate their responsibilities or obligations under these Terms and
Conditions without the prior written approval of the other party.
e. These Terms and Conditions and your relationship with The Company under these Terms and
Conditions will be governed by the laws of the State of California without regard to its conflict of
law's provisions. You and The Comp
any agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts
located within the county of Sacramento, California to resolve any legal matter arising from
these Terms and Conditions. Notwithstanding this, you agree that The Company will still be
allowed to apply for injunctive remedies (or an equivalent type of urgent legal relief) in any
jurisdiction.
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Privacy Policy
Your privacy is important to us. It is McWong International Inc.'s policy to respect your privacy
regarding the usage of our PacWav
e™ Sensor mobile application.
The PacWave™ Sensor mobile application doe
s not collect any personal information or data from
your device. We may ask for some personal information only when we truly nee
d it to provide a
service to you, such as technical support.If needed, we will collect it by fair and lawful means,
with your knowledge and consent. We also let you know why we’re collecting it and howwill
it
be used.
We only retain collected information for as long as necessa
ry to provide you with your requested
service. What data we store, we’ll protect within commercially acceptable means to prevent loss
and theft, as well as unauthorized access, disclosure, copying, use or modification.
We don’t share any personally identifying information publicly or with third
-parties, except when
required to by law.
You are free to refuse our request for your personal information, with the understanding that we
may be unable to provide you with some of your desired services
.
Your continueduse of our mobile application will be regarded as acceptance of our practices
around privacy and personal information. If you have any questions about how we handle user
data and personal information, feel free to contact us.
This policy is effective as of25 July 2019.
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(800) 451-2606
Fax: (800) 451-2605
7905 Cochran Road, Suite 300
Glenwillow, OH 44139 USA
E-mail: Venture_Lighting@VentureLighting.com
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